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DRUPA SPOTLIGHT

HiTec Papers from 
Mitsubishi at Drupa 2016
Mitsubishi HiTec Paper is exhibiting a broad portfolio of high-quality 
coated speciality papers at Drupa 2016 (Hall 8B, Stand D24). Amongst 
other things, the German speciality papers manufacturer is showing 
papers designed for various digital printing technologies and innovative 
solutions for the packaging and label area they are also launching a new 
product: Giroform DIGITAL - ONE FOR ALL
 Giroform DIGITAL -  ONE FOR ALL, is an 80g high quality carbonless 
paper for a wide range of toner-based digital printing systems. It is 
available as CB, CFB and CF in up to 6 colours, in reels and sheets, and 
is suitable for use on toner printing systems of leading manufacturers, 
copiers and printing systems in the Business Solutions sector.

Giroform Digital 
carbonless paper

Inkjet Papers JETSCRIPT
•	 Jetscript	DL	2584,	a	248	g	double	sided	matt	coated	inkjet	paper	for	

high-speed inkjet printing for direct mail

•	 Jetscript	MH	1484	CCB,	a	134	
g matt coated inkjet paper 
with a unique safety feature. A 
coloured base paper allows for 
easy verification by tearing. Ideal 
for coupons, entrance tickets 
and lottery tickets. Suitable for 
desktop ticket printers, large 
format or high-speed inkjet printing
machines

•	 Jetscript	MH	7084,	a	70	g	lightweight	matt	coated	premium	inkjet	
paper for use as face paper for demanding self-adhesive labels

Thermal Papers THERMOSCRIPT
Mitsubishi offers a wide range of standard Thermoscript products for all 
applications from POS to ticket and labels. This range is supplemented 
by specialities such as two-colour, rewritable or anti-fade thermal paper.
•	 Thermal	papers	with	special	security	features	such	as	coloured	centre,	

security fibres, coating marks or an anti-counterfeit thermal coating

•	 44g	lightweight	thermal	paper	for	POS

•	 Thermal	paper	for	linerless	labels

•	 HP	Indigo	certified	thermal	papers

Label Papers SUPERCOTE
The cast-coated label paper Supercote range meets all the demands 
made of an excellent label paper. Also in moisture and alkali resistant 
versions.  Ranging from 80-170 g, the products are optimised to meet 
the needs of the drinks industry and are also ideal for composite 
cans and shoulder boxes. Supercote has particularly good processing 
properties which give premium products the appearance that they 
deserve at point of sale.

For more information visit www.mitsubishi-paper.com

Jetscript MH 1484 CCB - 
Coloured centred security 

inkjet paper

Domino at Drupa 2016
Digital Printing Solutions, 
a division within Domino 
Printing Sciences founded 
in 1978, has established 
a global reputation for 
the development and 
manufacture of digital ink 
jet printing technologies 

 Domino will be on Stand No 5A23 at Drupa 2016. Philip Easton, 
Director of Domino’s Digital Printing Solutions Division said, “We will 
continue to focus on delivering solutions to meet different customer 
requirements rather than just offering the digital printing press. This 
is the best way to provide our customers with real added value - our 
latest innovations start with job creation and workflow, through to 
printing and final product finishing. I am delighted to be working with 
both the IBIS and Kern teams at Drupa. This will be Domino’s first of 
two planned product offerings for the book printing market.” 
 Bryan Palphreyman, Domino Product Manager said,  “We continue 
to show how ink jet can innovate and add value. In addition to our 
screen-like white printing, we will be demonstrating unparalleled levels 
of creativity including our latest ‘Textures by Domino’ print solution 
showing the digital creation of three dimensional textured images. 

Bobst leading innovation
BOBST, the world’s foremost supplier of equipment and services to 
packaging and label manufacturers, in the folding carton, corrugated 
board and flexible materials industries will use drupa 2016 to showcase 
innovation solutions that will drive customer productivity higher, open 
up new capabilities and protect customers’ global investments . 
 Jean-Pascal Bobst, CEO of BOBST, said, “2016 will be a milestone 
year for BOBST as we celebrate the 125th anniversary of the formation 
of our company. This drupa will see us clearly demonstrate that we are 
going forward with the same dynamism and commitment that first 
won us our reputation in the industry”. 
 Visitors who pre-register online to visit the BOBST booth at drupa 
2016 will get a BOBST Innovation Compass sent to their Smartphone 
which will give them quick and easy guided access to those solutions 
on the booth they have expressed an interest in. 

IST METZ displaying 
UV products at drupa 

High-performance UV LED systems are a focus of the trade fair 
appearance. At drupa UV systems manufacturer IST METZ will be 
displaying both UV lamp and UV LED systems on show Stand B10 
in Hall 2, and it will also be possible to see them in action. They will 
be showing the practical application of its systems on a printing 
press on its stand, demonstrating the use of UV lamp systems for 
printing packaging and UV LED systems for commercial printing on a 
Heidelberg Speedmaster XL75-6+L (UV-Anicolor).  The machine will run 
four times a day and make a printed product developed especially for 
the trade fair to highlight the benefits of the technology. 


